JANUARY MEETING

The January meeting will be held at the Woodhill Country Club, Wayzata, Minnesota, Monday, January 14, 1974. It would be well to plan to be there at 1:30 P.M. as Host George Jennrich, Superintendent at Woodhill has many things planned for your entertainment, such as trap shooting, broom ball, skating, cards, etc. and, of course, all this fun will be followed by a dinner and business meeting. It should be an important meeting as no doubt President Vetter will have reports of past meetings, information on the GCSAA meeting in Anaheim in February and probably some committee appointments for 1974. So, come early and stay late.

MGCSA SCHOLARSHIP

Pictured is President Larry Vetter presenting a scholarship in Turf Management to Tom Brown. Tom is a senior at the University of Minnesota in Turf Management and a part time employee at the Mendakota C. C. working under the supervision and guidance of Harold Stodola, the Golf Course Superintendent at Mendakota. Tom has a couple of quarters left before receiving his degree. After completing his education at the University he would like to locate in the northern part of the state and apply his training and education as a Golf Course Superintendent.

Tom was recently married and in addition to securing a position as superintendent he would like to get in some fishing and hunting with his bride. Both are outdoors people. Good Luck, Mr. and Mrs. Brown.

---

the Hahn Tournament
"greensmower."

(a great understatement)

Since Hahn revolutionized greens maintenance with the Tournament Triplex System, so much has been written and said about its versatility—fast interchangeable Verti-Cut heads, spikers and utility mowers—we've been guilty of understating the beautiful way it cuts greens.

What makes the Tournament Triplex so beautiful a greensmower are features like:

- Individual lifts for each of the heads to make perimeter tracking a problem of the past
- Reel speeds independent of ground speed to insure a higher rate of clip
- Cable driven heads that eliminate high-pressure hydraulic leak dangers
- Proper weight distribution to give traction up and down the steepest slopes, even while pulling a dump cart
- Good visibility of up-front reels to eliminate "guessing mistakes." And much, much more.

Contact your Hahn distributor for a demonstration. There are two models: the Tournament Deluxe with speedometer and tachometer... and the economical Tournament II. Both use the same interchangeable heads; both pay for themselves in time and labor within a year.
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